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GOALS
The retreat is a critical experience for the group to connect relationally and encounter authentic community as they 
learn more about each other through sharing stories. An additional goal for the session is to discover more about 
ourselves and how knowing ourselves enables us to know God.

OVERVIEW
Remember your first day at a new school? Remember your first day at your first job? You didn’t really know anyone, 
but you wanted to be known. The same is true when a new group forms. You’ll be going through a lot of stuff 
together over an extended period of time. Remember how it seemed to take forever before you knew everyone at 
work? And remember how much more comfortable you felt once you did?

That’s what this retreat is all about. In a focused time away together, you and your group will do in a weekend what 
it usually takes weeks or months to do—really get to know each other. You’ll do some of what normally happens 
each session, including discussing the book you read and sharing what you’ve learned from your Scripture reading. 
However, the biggest part of the retreat will be sharing “faith stories.” Once someone shares her story, you and 
others in the group can ask questions that may give the person the opportunity to share even more about herself. The 
goal of this time is to help each member become more comfortable being transparent.

 

SHARING STORIES
Having already told your story, you are in a great position to be able to listen intently. Here are some tips to help you 
do that:            

• Be in prayer for the person before they share, and ask God to help you to focus on the story you’re about to hear.  
• Take notes during each story.               
• Be mindful of key questions:                                                                              

• Where is this person coming from? What is her spiritual background?
• Where is this person right now spiritually?
• Where might God be leading her?

                                                                                                               
By the time your group members cook together, clean together, have fun, pray, and share life stories openly, the 
hope is they’ll be ready to help each other take full advantage of the group experience over the next several months. 
Perhaps, more importantly, they’ll begin building a friendship or two that may last the rest of their lives.                                                            
Be strategic in terms of who shares when. Pre-select who you are going to ask to go first and second. Pick someone 
who seems ready to share vulnerably. This person can set the tone for how the rest of the stories are told.                                                            
Finally, not only should you take notes, you should ask everyone to do the same. Taking notes demonstrates that the 
group cares for each person. Also, remind the group that it will be helpful to look them over before their one-on-ones.

PREPARING FOR THE RETREAT
• Delegate responsibilities and touch base with the group members for the logistics, details, costs, etc.
• Clearly communicate with everyone about those details and about preparing their stories.
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PLANNING THE AGENDA
If your group is able to plan a night away, you will have more time in your schedule for breaks and activities 
together. As you plan your agenda, you should allow 30 minutes for each person to tell their story and respond to 
questions. Be sure to keep track of the time so that each person will have roughly equal time to share. 

Sample One Day Agenda, if needed 
If you need to schedule the Retreat as a single day, here is a helpful sample agenda. 

Morning
9:00             Monthly Verse Observations

9:10              Monthly Question   

9:35              Introduction to sharing faith stories

9:45              Faith Story #1

10:15            Faith Story #2

10:45           Break & Personal Time with God 

11:15            Faith Story #3

11:45            Faith Story #4

Afternoon
12:15            Lunch & Discuss Book

1:00              Faith Story #5

1:30              Faith Story #6

2:00             Faith Story #7

2:30             Break

2:45             Continue Book Discussion

3:15              Faith Story #8

3:45              Faith Story #9

4:15              Homework assignments

4:30             Prayer

5:00             Dismissal
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